PRO-VISION® provides the most complete line of video solutions.

From video recording to management software, PRO-VISION® High-Definition DVR is the most advanced and proven reliable mobile HD DVR on the planet… and the proven miles of reliability tested and proven reliable mobile HD DVR on organization’s existing servers or on the cloud.

With an electronically-filtered microphone built into each PRO-VISION® HD cameras.

DID YOU KNOW?

With over a billion miles of recorded video, the PRO-VISION® High-Definition DVR is the most used and proven reliable mobile HD DVR on the planet… and the proven miles of reliability keep growing.

From video recording to management software, PRO-VISION® provides the most complete line of video solutions.

IN-HOUSE ENGINEERING

Engineered, designed and tested by the PRO-VISION® in-house engineering team, PRO-VISION® products are built, supported and enhanced by the people who know the products inside and out.

FACTORY INSTALLATION

The PRO-VISION® national installation teams come direct from the factory equipped with the right tools and training to get the job done right the first time, on time, every time. They will complete your on-site installation better, faster and cheaper than any contractor or by doing it yourself.

GUARANTEED RELIABLE

No other company in the industry provides a more inclusive, longer-lasting warranty. Our 9-YEAR System Warranty and LIFETIME Cable and SDXC Card Warranty cover you, no matter who installed it.

SIMPLE WI-FI SETUP

Simply connect a mobile device to the DVR via built-in Wi-Fi to access camera views, adjust settings and quickly perform routine maintenance checks, eliminating the need for hard-wired viewing monitors and remote controls.

FUTURE PROOF

With continuous updates of DVR and desktop software features provided, the PRO-VISION® High-Definition System is built to adapt to the latest advances in technology, ensuring your system is ready for years of reliable service.

VIDEO MANAGEMENT

SecuraMax™ by PRO-VISION® is designed to answer video management challenges with a secure, automated digital management solution that simplifies the video management process and saves time. Securely manage and store video for any length of time either through your organization’s existing servers or on the cloud.

WATCH VIDEOS & LEARN MORE AT PROVISIONUSA.COM

*Certain restrictions and limitations apply.

**Features listed are available with the HD System. Not all features may be available for the SD System.

1080p TRUE HD

The PRO-VISION® HD system records 1080p True High-Definition video quality, providing far more detail than other brands, and ensuring the vital incident details are captured.

16-CHANNEL VIDEO & AUDIO

The system allows up to 16 HD cameras to record both high-quality video and audio simultaneously to one solid-state DVR.

GPS ROUTE HISTORY

Review route efficiency and safety with available synchronized GPS mapping and tracking embedded within recorded video with an optional GPS Antenna.

INTEGRATED STOP-ARM SOLUTION

The PRO-VISION® HD system can integrate stop-arm cameras with on-board cameras and record to a single solid-state DVR, providing an HD record of any violating vehicle and driver even at speeds over 70 MPH.

REMOTE LIVE VIDEO VIEWING

Utilizing a cellular connection on your fleet vehicles, realtime HD video and previously downloaded videos can be viewed and downloaded remotely, keeping you aware of what’s happening in and around your vehicles.

INTEGRATED STOP-ARM SOLUTION

The PRO-VISION® HD system can integrate stop-arm cameras with on-board cameras and record to a single solid-state DVR, providing an HD record of any violating vehicle and driver even at speeds over 70 MPH.

RUGGED SOLID-STATE DESIGN

NO MOVING PARTS

A Rugged Solid-State Design makes the PRO-VISION® HD system ready for years of reliable service.

HD ZOOM TOOL

The PRO-VISION® Player software provides a tool for you to zoom in on any area of recorded video, allowing you to fully utilize the additional detail captured by 1080p HD cameras.

INTEGRATED STOP-ARM SOLUTION

The PRO-VISION® HD system can integrate stop-arm cameras with on-board cameras and record to a single solid-state DVR, providing an HD record of any violating vehicle and driver even at speeds over 70 MPH.

WIRELESS FILE TRANSFER

Video files automatically download to your desired storage location when your vehicles pull within range of a wireless access point in your yard or storage location when your vehicles pull within range of a wireless access point in your yard or storage location when your vehicles pull within range of a wireless access point in your yard or storage location when your vehicles pull within range of a wireless access point in your yard or storage location. Videos automatically downloaded to your desired storage location remotely, keeping you aware of what’s happening in and around your vehicles.

INTEGRATED STOP-ARM SOLUTION

The PRO-VISION® HD system can integrate stop-arm cameras with on-board cameras and record to a single solid-state DVR, providing an HD record of any violating vehicle and driver even at speeds over 70 MPH.

AUTOMATED WIRELESS FILE TRANSFER

Video files automatically download to your desired storage location when your vehicles pull within range of a wireless access point in your yard or garage, eliminating the need to manually remove a storage device to retrieve your files.